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A Culture of Coaching 
that S upports Acceleration

Dusty Sims, Lead  Executive Director – BSI

Dr. Rachel Heide, Regional Executive Director – Region 1
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Dr. Lucinda Thompson, Regional Executive Director – Region 3

Kati Pearson, Ed.S, Regional Executive Director – Region 4

LaShawn Russ-Porterfield, Regional Executive Director – Region 5
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Florida’s Resiliency Initiative
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“

”

“In Florida, we are empowering 
students to have hope. No 

problem is insurmountable — all 
you need is a little help to become 

resilient.”
First Lady Casey DeSantis
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Everyone needs a coach…but 
more importantly, we all need to 

be a coach. 
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Our Focus

◆ To Provide High Quality Instruction
◆ Teacher has the greatest impact in the room
◆ Trickles down to the students and accelerates students through their practice
◆ Inexperienced teachers, and some from different profession, need support to 

build capacity 

Accelerate S tudent 
Performance
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Accelerate Teacher
Performance

Accelerate S chool
Performance

◆ Mastery of benchmarks at a faster pace
◆ Closing achievement and learning gaps

◆ Making rapid and significant school improvement
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Gap Analysis
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Accelerated Coaching 
for S chool Improvement

Monica McPherson, School Improvement Specialist - Region 4

Bianca Williams, School Improvement Specialist - Region 3

2
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INTENDED OUTCOMES
Today we will...

● Construct a shared understanding of 
the role of an instructional coach and 
creating a culture for coaching.

● Discover the importance of a shared 
vision for high-quality instruction.

● Engage in an accelerated coaching 
process for school improvement.
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Session 1 Common Language

When we say… We mean…

Accelerated CoachingIntentional efforts to expedite teacher improvement through a systemic, 
focused approach for support.

Coaching Focus The instructional practice that is identified to support teacher improvement.

Tiering Document A document used to prioritize the support provided to teachers based on 
specific measurable data.

Coaching Method A type of support provided to improve the identified instructional practice.

Accelerated 
Coaching Plan

A document used to record the focus, frequency, and types of support for each 
teacher that creates purpose, structure, and expectations for an identified 
instructional practice.

Teacher 
Support Log

A document used to record actions taken to support a teacher and the next 
steps the teacher will complete during the coaching process to accelerate 
teacher practice.
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Norms for Learning

● Focus: Our time together is short. We will commit to 
being as present as possible and sticking to the 
schedule.

● Candor: We commit to being candid about our 
experiences and opinions.

● Balance of Voice: We will make sure everyone gets a 
chance to weigh-in and provide input.

● Comfort with Discomfort: Some of this learning may 
challenge our current thinking, which may be a bit 
uncomfortable, but we will commit to persevering 
through it.
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Module Signals Talk About It
Chat with those around you

Handout Reference
Locate the noted handout to 
follow along

Group Task
Engage in the task together

S top and Jot
Record your thoughts

Whole Group S hare Out
Share your ideas with the 
whole group

Independent Think Tim
Reflect on your own

Network
Engage in learning with 
other schools and districts
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Construct Shared Understanding

Instructional Coaching
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The role of an instructional coach can be 
performed by a range of adults to support 
teachers with high-quality instruction. An 
instructional coach works to:

What is an instructional coach?

(Snyder et al., 2015)

● improve teaching practice, with a particular 
emphasis on increasing the use of highly 
effective, evidence-based practices. 

● improve learner academic and behavioral 
outcomes through improved teaching 
practices. 
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● High teacher turnover

● Inexperienced teachers
● Students with a variety 

of needs

● Lack of coaches

“

”

Data suggests that low socioeconomic 
status schools that can offer students 

three consecutive years of strong 
teaching close the achievement gap, 
correcting a host of external factors. 

Well leveraged leadership ensures 
great teaching to guarantee 

great learning.

(Bambrick-Santoyo, 2018)

Coaching for School Improvement

What opportunities can you identify in your current 
coaching system to accelerate teacher practice? 
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Establish a 
coaching schedule 

that meets 
individual and 
system needs

16
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Connect Coaching and High-Quality Instruction

High-Quality Instruction
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“

”

When the principal and coach are clear 
on school improvement initiatives, 

what high-quality instruction looks like 
within the school, and how the 

coaching model supports these efforts,  
instruction becomes more precise.

Sweeney, D. & Mausbach, A. (20 19)
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Establishing a Shared Vision

High-quality instruction can 
be defined as instruction that 

is rigorous, aligned with 
content standards, and uses 

instructional practices to 
meet the academic needs of 

all students in the classroom.

Look-fors are the specific 
indicators that define the 

instructional practices 
within high-quality 

instruction.

(Marzano et al., 2001; Weiss & Pasley, 2004)

What is the connection between your vision for 
high-quality instruction and your look-fors?
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PrioritizeI dentify Define

Look- Fors
❏ Teacher provides students with opportunities to collaborate

❏ Teacher provides explicit instruction aligned to the benchmark and intended learning

❏ Teacher asks questions to deepen understanding of the intended learning

❏ Teacher provides task aligned to the benchmark and intended learning

20
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PrioritizeI dentify Define

Look- Fors Definitions
☐ Teacher provides students with         

opportunities to collaborate
Teacher implements a structure for student discussion aligned 
to the benchmark and intended learning

☐ Teacher provides explicit instruction   
aligned to the benchmark and    
intended learning

Teacher presents content clearly and directly through the use 
of modeling, demonstration, a clear visual and/or examples to 
show the specific application of content, concept or skill

☐ Teacher asks questions to deepen 
understanding of the intended     
learning

Teacher utilizes planned questions to assess learning of all 
students and inform instruction

☐ Teacher provides task aligned to the 
benchmark and intended learning

Students are released to apply learning independently to 
demonstrate mastery toward the benchmark

21
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PrioritizeI dentify Define

Look- Fors

❏Teacher asks questions to deepen  understanding of the intended learning

❏ Teacher provides task aligned to the benchmark and intended learning

❏ Teacher provides students with opportunities to collaborate    

❏ Teacher provides explicit instruction aligned to the benchmark and intended learning

22

❏ Teacher provides explicit instruction aligned to the benchmark and intended learning

❏ Teacher provides task aligned to the benchmark and intended learning

❏ Teacher asks questions to deepen understanding of the intended learning
❏ Teacher provides students with opportunities to collaborate  
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Using look-fors to tier coaching support

Criteria

Tier 1 Tier 2 Tier 3 Considerations
Walkthrough trends 

are evident most of the 
time on all look-fors.

Trends of student 
assessment data 

meeting or exceeding 
schoolwide 
proficiency.

Walkthrough trends are 
sometimes evident on 

most look-fors. 

Trends of student 
assessment data is 

within 10% of 
schoolwide proficiency. 

Walkthrough trends are 
usually not evident on 

multiple look-fors. 

Trends of student 
assessment data is <10% 

of schoolwide 
proficiency.

● Tier supports, not 
teachers

● Tiering is fluid and 
flexible

● Adjust tiers frequently
● Tier based on 

qualitative and 
quantitative data

Supports

● Common 
Standards-
Based Planning

● Targeted 
feedback from 
admin and 
coaches

● Coaching support 
at least once a 
week

● PD specific to 
need

● Peer observation

● Coaching Cycle 
with a targeted 
focus based on 
walkthrough 
trends

● Coaching at least 
three times a week

● Additional 
opportunities for 
planning

All teachers receive 
Tier 1 Support

Tier 2
T1 + T2 Support

Tier 3 
T1 + T2 + T3 

Support

17
Handout 1
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How can defining 
and prioritizing 

look-fors accelerate 
coaching?
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Understand Effective Practices for Coaching

The coaching process
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What specifically will the 
teacher be supported wit

26
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● Make the coaching focus specific based on 
look-fors.

● Ensure the coaching focus can be measured 
for improvement.

(Knight et. al, 2015)

Keys for Identifying a Coaching Focus

● Use multiple data sources to validate the 
coaching focus.

● Make it manageable — can you leverage 
bite-sized action steps to improve the focus 
rapidly?
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IDENTIFY A COACHING FOCUS

Task Time
Watch a video snapshot using the sample
look-fors as your lens.

● Determine if each look-for is evident or 
not evident in the snapshot.

5 min

As a table team, come to a consensus:

● Which look-fors are evident? Discuss 
why you coded each look-for as evident 
or not evident.

● Based on your consensus, which look-for 
may serve as the coaching focus for this 
teacher?

4 min

Handout 2
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http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3w3zLUBsF0k
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IDENTIFY A COACHING FOCUS

Task Time
Watch a video snapshot using the sample
look-fors as your lens.

● Determine if each look-for is evident or 
not evident in the snapshot.

As a table team, come to a consensus:

● Which look-fors are evident? Discuss 
why you coded each look-for as evident 
or not evident.

● Based on your consensus, which look-for 
may serve as the coaching focus for this 
teacher?

4 min

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LjJUPHe7MHk
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PrioritizeI dentify Define

Look- Fors
✓ Teacher provides explicit instruction aligned to the benchmark and intended learning

✓ Teacher provides task aligned to the benchmark and intended learning

❏ Teacher asks questions to deepen understanding of the intended learning

❏ Teacher provides students with opportunities to collaborate

31
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September 
Walkthrough 

Data
(8/29 - 9/30)

*57 walks included

Look- fors
Teacher provides 

explicit instruction 
aligned to the 

benchmark and 
intended learning

Teacher provides 
task aligned to the 

benchmark and 
intended learning

Teacher asks 
questions to deepen 

understanding of 
the intended 

learning

Teacher provides 
students with 

opportunities to 
collaborate

Teacher Content
Full implementation: Look- for  has been observed > 80 %

Partial implementation: Look- for has been observed 60  -80 %
Minimal implementation: Look- for has been observed <60 %

A Science

B ELA

C Math

D ELA

E Math
32
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How will the teacher 
receive support?

33
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● Keep the coaching to one focus at a time.

● Teachers need to see what success looks like.

● Have a clear expectation on how to plan and 
capture evidence of support provided. 

Keys for Coaching and Supporting

(Gavoni & Weatherly, 2019)

● Coaching methods require intentional 
implementation to be effective.

● Diversify coaching methods to accelerate 
improvement.

Handout 3
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How does the coaching plan meet the coaching considerations?
How can these supports be recorded?

Handout 4
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Handout 5
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Task Time

Independently read and make connections 
between the coaching documents:
● Sample Accelerated Coaching Plan
● Teacher Support Log
● Coaching Methods

3 min

Turn and talk to a partner:
● How does the coaching plan align to the 

support provided?
● What feedback would you give to the coach 

regarding their coaching practices from the 
lens of your current role? 

● What may you need to adjust in your current 
system to utilize evidence to accelerate 
coaching?

7 min

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=W9kVd-OKMzs
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What are the nextsteps
to accelerate teacher 

practice?

38
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● Reflection is the key to identify ways to refine and adjust 
supports. To reflect, we can:

Keys for Reflecting and Refining

(Knight, 2009)

○ Leverage the coaching plan and support log for further 
reflection.

○ Utilize reflection questions:

■ Should support continue?

■ Should support be adjusted?

■ What look-for should be prioritized for the next 
coaching focus?

■ What next step would accelerate teacher practice?
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A Framework for Coaching

41
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Final Reflection
What are ways you can use 

coaching to accelerate teacher 
practice and student outcomes?

Commit–in writing–to one key 
action. What WILL you do as a 

result of today’s learning?
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SURVEY BSI Coaching 1c

Session Outcomes

● Construct a shared understanding 
of the role of an instructional 
coach and creating a culture for 
coaching.

● Discover the importance of a 
shared vision for high-quality 
instruction.

● Engage in an accelerated coaching 
process for school improvement.
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Thank You!

44
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